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Dear Syiviay 

Rellet 13, it is worse than I indicated with publishers, they h has ‘been other 
++. finkeryl|-Like Baricham's-(Gerte!,. for-example),—and- you-are-quite-correet,-it-is-- 

bernabel who raved about yout. Giveng-Ball-Belin work, It is, in my opinion, only 
sete -slightiy-exageerated.-1lt—is-very-good, However, especially because I has not-been ~- 

published, I take time for 2 a fey cokments on what I think will improve its.I hope 
you-willthink.about them after rading-all.I-will.say,—not.jump. ~to-g-hasty--coneLusion- 
frem any y initial comment or comments. "I begin this before breakfast and I'm pressed 

dlessly. weaken. this. excellent thing | ith. wawarranted. and unproveahie 
conjectt about the Members of the Commission \none of whom has earned by undying 
love), when another formulation, as, _for example, in terms of their responsibilities, 
would. b accurate and stronger. I seriously doubt any one read that long g by Ball 

_ond Belin, with the possible exception of Dulles. If you haveno way of knowing whet ; 
they. dia or did net read, you are on solid ground on saying it was available to thea, 

_... prepared, as so many other ignored things were, and it was their oblogation to mow 
its contents-and all were lawyers well prepared to understand it; 

Given was in a bad spot. He is black, had a police récord,. was subject to all 
kinds of serious pressures and threats, Whether or not they were articulated, as they _ 
may have been, they did not have to be, He knew the spot he was in. On the other side, 
you write in terms of what he said, without any basis for it. I have had much expefience _ 
in these things, and I tell you, aside from what, if you reflect, you will find amply’ 
illustrated, that what the reports and affidavits set forth is only what those drafting _ 
them elected to inelude. Given may have said mich more and had it filtered out. Perjury — 
is a deliberate false wwearing to the material. I wonder if, strictly speaking, he 
did commit this crime. The eri , acts were by. the feds on all levels, and the cops. — 

ou" “Asides bottom page “two, first fef to LHO's presenee on first floer. Use the 
» WW for Junior Jarman and you'll find that the police records, such as they 

are, On| what “Said when questioned, establish he had to have been there. Remember, ~~~ 

~~You might even want to adda “that Dougherty, as the key point on the fifth flbor, anid the 
only w wi ESS, good or bad, saw “Robody going down after the shot, ete 

3, "December 9, 1963." Epstein belongs here like lyjciper in the cloister. 
--Reggrdiess of . the-opinton we ‘both share of- Vince, it~is not: Epstein who brought €D1 

to light but Vince, and it was twice published before Epstein appeared. More, Epstein 
~ did not; refer-to that which you de, others had published the~same thing-earlier;-and~ ~~~ 

it is not alone Inquest whieh “relscd : a » furor | of "doubt shout the » Warren Report" at 
-that -time-or-earliers-- - : : 

- Bep-page 4, Carolyn-Srnold: Your. formulation is in error. I -rneught- this matter: to 
like in| PW, and you ean. get a fairly complete story by looking under Arnold in the 

. Ledex,-especially—by—careful .reading- of -the--two-reports, the printed onex-and -that- 
withheld. You can skxmg strengthen yoyr work much by repeating the FBI duplicity, for 
‘what-Srhold. actually said is.12225, and.the.FBI.lied to. make it-appear-as-12215-or. - 
earlier, 

Mikdle of of 5 you refere ‘to the Comission, « as I comment + above, embers I E him you: 
- eetee toE cafe wn nett eee a 



_ Afterthought: on Epstein and CD 1, perhaps you might want to consider whether you 

_ would like to include that Liebeler leaked this classified document, which he had no 

__ business} having because it .was classified, to Epstein, to direct attention away from his 

ewn tr Peseions and toward those of others. “He used Epstein as “his vehicle for self+—, 

justi ficatoon, and Epstein was always the whore. I think I go into this IN WIT. 

fop 63 here you address Givens as I do above. I think you might want to amp. y 

this, the proper congext, ‘with “a short added and expanding clauses ~ ~ 

‘Nextt graplis: would you consider a few of those well=chosen- comment that-you-in -— 

ar chose so well about Murray and his function there, his obligations, his 

~~ gecess to everything? I thinkit would have more meaning than the-words-you-actually address 

Members, and is necessary for the understanding of the uninformed reader, esp. 

“with the quite proper earlier commant on what can “be expected of the-ABAy— — 

Dotyou think Givens was questioned-only because he-was a-TSED dmployee? ts it not... 

reasonable to assume that when they were looking for him as a potential suspect, this 

-——hey-have-had~-semething to-de-with-it, -and- with -his -subsequent. compliance.with whatever... 

seems td have been demanded of him?. 

Ts September 20 wrong dates First graphh repeat of 12215 error. | 

. vi tte package: suggest slight qualification, since this ‘ene ‘could have been a 

__-.---the~preperty—of other. employee,-.as. "which could have been Givens’ "so 

My |plens-for AGENT OSWALD, when I return to this, which may be sooner than my 
' earlier|plans, may, if there.is space, deal with the deliberate framing of Oswald. 

—_\ If -go,-there-maybe parts of this. to which I might want to refer. I that case, I will 

ask youd And in that case, if it should by then be published, I'd want to be able to 

... eite--pul lications,. .-... ae ce eee tna im ae . 

_ uu... $hink this. kind of individual spearation of individual aspects of evidence serves 

many useful purposes. I tried to encourage it in others when I first saw the draft of = 

Bastard|that Ray then refused to expand and update, And I think you have one of the 

more impartant. There is no doubt of official deliberatenesse 

In| the light of the apparent feigned outrage, have you considered writing a =—~— 

_____. direct ehallenge to those exalted upholders of the law and its traditions, b&b? 

I do this all the time. I wrote Foreman, for example, Hanes and Usie, telling thaw” ~~ 

exactly| what I believed and propesed saying, and I solicited refutamtion, even any 

reason to consider my interpretation might be wrong. Bo I have “to tell you what I can 
now do to any if they now challenge? 

__Hastily, 


